Abstract
Introduction
With the rapid development of information hiding technology, there are many emergent steganographic methods and an increasing variety of steganographic tools. However, the abuse of these steganography tools poses a great threat to network information security and consequently, the study of anti-steganography is becoming an urgent task for the researchers in related fields [1, 2] .
The "Blind" detection method of stego-images was first proposed by Avcibas and others [3] , which extracted 26 quality measurements as the characteristics, but due to overnight dimension characteristic, the effect of test results was ordinary. H.Farid [4] constructs characteristic vector by applying the image wavelet decomposition sub-band coefficient and the higher order statistics of its liner prediction error and obtained good results of stegananalysis. J.Harmsen and W.Pearlman extracted the center of mass of the histogram character function as the characteristic [5] . This is very effective on a low noise image. While for grayscale images, the analysis effect is lower. For JPEG images, Fridrich et al extracted a total of 23 first-order and second-order statistic characteristics and achieved perfect effect in the experiment [6] . There is a weakness, however, as the extracting algorithm is complex, and it has a large computational burden, although the characteristic dimension of this algorithm is not high. Lafferty et al present a new perspective, applying a new method called texture classification to steganalysis [7] . They utilize a kind of local binary pattern (LBP) commonly used in texture analysis to analyse image, using LBP histogram obtained as steganalysis features. However, this method only works for color images and lacks describing to principle and implementation in detail in this literature which is not taken seriously.
In order to improve the detecting effect on hidden information, this paper proposes local linear transformation (LLT) field as steganalysis observations domain on the based of from which image texture features is extracted [7] . At the same time three image noise features are extracted from wavelet analysis, image denoising and neighbor prediction on the base of the additive noise model proposed [5] and then the texture and noise statistical characteristics obtained are calibated. Finally, the formed 120-dimensional features are classified using support vector machine (SVM). The follow-up tests show that this method has the high rate of detection and recognition better than H.Farid [8] and K.Sullivan [9] .
Texture features based on local linear transform
Local discrete cosine transform (DCT) is a typical local linear transformation whose convolution mask is a DCT block orthogonal templates. Ng et al [10] prove that local DCT has similar characterization with Gabor filter convolution mask. Therefore, local DCT transform has good spatial domain -frequency domain characterization capabilities, can effectively identify the texture.
Texture classification methods [11, 12] based on local DCT exist three one-dimensional DCT basis vectors: U 1 = [1,1,1] T , U 2 =[1,0,-1] T and U 3 =[1,-2,1] T . Vectors U 1 , U 2 and U 3 multiply each other to generate a set of 3×3 two-dimensional DCT convolution nuclear, which are independent from each other. Generative method of two-dimensional convolution is as follow:
We obtain a total of eight two-dimensional DCT convolution masks (not including the template V 1,1 ). According to a number of universal steganalysis algorithms [13] , steganalysis characteristics extracted form high-frequency sub-band of wavelet domain is very effective. Exceptions caused by information hiding are more easily captured in high-frequency sub-band, for data embedding of most steganographic algorithms occur in the intermediate or high frequency of image. At the same time, from the perspective of image texture, the phenomenon is due to data hidden introducing random texture of the very rich high frequency component. So we use texture classification method based on Local linear transformation to identify random texture and recognize the stego-images effectively.We will regard local linear transform domain as steganalysis observation domain from which we extract feature for steganalysis. Main steps are as follow.
Set for X to be detected image. Firstly, we make the convolution of X and
Convolution output Y i,j is intermediate and high-frequency coefficients of local DCT transformation, discarding the low-frequency coefficients Y 1,1 , Y 1,2 and Y 2,1 . In addition, we find that DCT basis vector w of one-dimensional has good distinction ability in practical applications. Therefore, we introduce the following four additional local linear transform convolution kernels: These convolution kernels are equivalent to the horizontal, vertical, main diagonal line and subdiagonal line second-order gradient operator. These second-order gradient operators can measure the correlation between three adjacent pixels in all directions. In addition, second-order gradient operator can find inflection point, so they can detect noise of smooth region and Step edge. Therefore, their characteristics will effectively detect adaptive steganographics algorithms embedding data in the step edge. Make X and W k (k∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}) on convolution, Convolution results are denoted as Z k: In the above formula, the f 1 (I), f 2 (I) indicates the first and second noise characteristic separately, and so on.
For the 3 color channels of RGB image, the mean and standard deviation of 10 statistic histograms are calculated and altogether 60(3×10×2=60) texture features are obtained.
Noise features based on denoising algorithm
In order to extract the noise features of image, firstly, we should use three denoising algorithms introduced by image processing to de-noise image (see Figure 2 ). For the given image I, the image after denoised is I P . And the estimate value n I (i, j) of image noise of pixels (i, j) can be expressed as follows:
The estimated value of noise takes Logarithm base Figure 2 :
Image I Image denoising 
The size of mean filter takes 3×3 and 5×5, median filter takes 3×3, and wiener filter takes 3×3 and 5×5. Thus, for any image I sized as M × N, we get five de-noised images Ip. For the three color channels of RGB image, we calculate the mean and standard deviation of five de-noised images and obtained altogether 30(3×5×2=30) noise features.
Noise characteristic based on wavelet analysis
The second noise characteristic of the image is obtained through wavelet analysis [14] . First-level two-dimensional Haar wavelet decomposition is made on the image, and then the image is decomposed into four sub-bands: LL, LH, HL and HH (see Figure 3 ). In the four sub-bands, LL has low frequency component of the image, and the three others contain high frequency component. For a large number of images in the reality, the wavelet coefficient of LL obeys the Gaussian distribution approximately. While the wavelet coefficients of LH, HL and HH do not.
LL HL LH HH Figure 3. One stage 2-D wavelet decomposition
An ordinary natural image is often made up of a series of smooth regions and a small amount of edge detail parts. These edge detail information is the high frequency component of image. The three high frequency sub-bands LH, HL and HH reflect the high frequency component information of image. Thus, the wavelet coefficient distribution of the three sub-bands obeys the heavy-tailed distribution with Sharp peak which is similar to the Laplace distribution, rather than Gaussian distribution. In the majority of image steganography algorithms, the hidden data can be approximated as Gaussian distribution. Therefore, when the Gaussian distribution of hidden data is embedded in images, the nonGaussian distribution characteristic of the wavelet high frequency sub-band coefficient will be destructed and the intensity of noise will also change.
Based on the above analysis, we can extract noise features of the images in the wavelet domain. General processes are shown in Figure , and q(y) to represent the probability density function of high frequency sub-band wavelet coefficients y (u,v) . The difference between the two functions is Gaussian fitting error, that is, wavelet domain noise estimation.
Take the discrete form of Equation (14) as the sixth kind of noise characteristic.
In the above formula, the i indicates the index of histogram unit, the Δy indicates the probability density function each histogram unit length, the p(y i ) indicates the probability density function of the ith Gaussian fitting distribution histogram unit, the p(y i ) indicates the probability density function of the ith practical wavelet coefficients histogram unit. Obviously, the following equation is ture.
For the 3 color channels of RGB image, we calculated the f 5 (I) and f 6 (I) of three wavelet high frequency sub-bands, and obtained altogether 18(3×3×2=18) noise features.
Noise features based on neighborhood prediction
Most of the images are formed by a series of smoothed regions. The approximation of the pixel in these smoothed regions can be predicted in a certain size neighborhood. However, the accuracy of neighborhood prediction will be lower because the noise embedded into these smoothed regions. Therefore, we describe the image noise by prediction error in these smoothed regions, and extract the last two kinds of noise features. Figure 5 shows the basic flow of noise features extraction based on Neighborhood prediction. For a given image I, firstly, confirm which regions are smooth regions, judging with the gradient size of local pixels [15] . Define two gradients, the horizontal gradient value is g h , the vertical gradient value is g v . Set threshold value is t g, determine this region for smooth region when g h and g v are below t g that can be further divided into bright a dark smooth region. Therefore, we supposed another threshold value is t i , it is a dark smooth region when the averaged gradient value less than t i , a bright smooth region when greater than t i . Set threshold value t g = 0.2, and the value of t i is the pixel median about I. In the above formula, the a i, 1 -a i, 8 indicates pixel value of eight-connected pixels of b i , the x k indicates prediction coefficient. If the given smooth regions have N pixels, define its pixel values with one-dimensional column vector: For a total of N pixels, use matrix A indicating with the size of N×8. Thus, the prediction problem of coefficient can be transformed into minimum variance problem which is nonnegative. This can be computed by the calculate method in [16] .
(18) Then, the absolute value prediction error of the pixel can be worked out, and it will serve as the noise estimation of the neighborhood prediction.
In the above formula, the 
For two smooth regions, according to Equation (20) and Equation (21), extract the feature form 3 color channels of RGB image, and obtained altogether 12(2×2×3=12) neighborhood prediction characteristics.
Calibration of characteristics
Scaling the 120-dimensional feature previous step acquired makes the eigenvector after scaled present the obvious distribution 'Concentrated within the class, divergence between classes [17] . It is more favorable for classification. The main idea of feature scaled technology is that, for any eigenvector f, search its maximum (f max ) and minimum (f min ) from all the eigenvectors which were obtained from the training image sets. Assume the scaled f as f which formulates as follows.
In this paper, the first action is to search the maximum f max and minimum f min form eigenvalue of the training image set. Then, scale them according to the above formula. Finally, take the scaled 120-dimensional eigenvalue as the eigenvector in this classification.
Support vector machine
SVM builds a hyper-plane as the optimal classification surface by the ideas of optimal solution, which is obtained by the second convex programming. The classification distance, which exists between the positive training set and the negative training set, is maximized by this optimal classification surface. In this paper, we use SVM Steve Gunn ToolBox as support vector machine classifier, and use the kernel function RBF as inner product function of SVM for classification. The penalty factor C and kernel function parameter  should be optimized, because the classification performance of the RBF kernel SVM mainly decided by these two parameters. The optimization algorithm is as follows:
1) Take the sample, pretreatment the sample data; 2) Determine eigenvector sets of the original image and the stego image, R c and R  ; 3) Select the initial C and, in [18] , use the tools grid.py of LibSVM package, get the best parameters of the training sample through cross-examination; 4) Select the best parameter combination; get the classification model which is used for testing SVM.
In the experiment, the values of the tested result parameters are as follows: C = 8,  = 0.5, the crossvalidation rate is 97.0032%. 
Experimental results and analysis
All experimental data are obtained by MATLAB 7.0 and classifier supporting vector machine 'SVM Steve Gunn ToolBox' in the operating environment of Pentium 2.94GHz CPU, 512MB RAM, WINDOWS XP. The experimental images are selected from the RCS image library [19] .
This experiment chooses 800 sheets of RGB images as the original images. The 800 sheets of color images included portraits, natural landscapes, artificial facilities, animals and so on. The experiment uses two spatial steganographic algorithms: LSB [20] , Cox's SS [21] , and two steganographic algorithms based on JPEG image: F5 [22] , JPhide [23] . It adopted different data embedding rates of 10%, 20%, and 30%. For LSB and SS, embedded the data of 0.1bpp, 0.2bpp, and 0.3bpp (bit per pixel). For F5 and JPhide, it embedded the data of 0.1 bit, 0.2 bit, 0.3 bit for every nonzero DCT AC coefficient. Every embedding method was affected on the 800 sheets of original image, resulting in 800 sheets of stego-images being formed. Thereupon, we get 800 pairs of images including original image and stego-image.
There are 600 pairs of images randomly chosen from the 800 pairs, and the remaining 200 pairs are used for testing. Texting each algorithm 10 times repeatedly delivers averages of the result. Then, we replicate the experiment with H.Farid [8] (the method of wavelet higher order statistics) and K.Sullivan [9] (the method based on Markov model). All of the experimental results are shown in the following tables (see Table 1 and Table 2 ).
The data in Table 1 shows the probability comparison of stego-images being recognized as stegoimages for the four steganographic algorithms which is made by this method, H.Farid and K.Sullivan. And the data in Table 2 shows the probability comparison of carrier images recognized as carrier images. True Positive (TP) is the rate that stego-images are correctly recognized as stego-images. True Negative (TN) is the rate at which carrier images are recognized as carrier image correctly. False Positive (FP) is the rate that carrier image is recognized as stego-images by mistake. Suppose the sample size of carrier image and stego-image to be detected are C and S. And the number of carrier image and stego-image identified correctly are C and S. Thus, we can calculate the detecting accuracy (ACC) as follows:
Draw and compare the TP and FP curves (Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve, ROC). The area which is between ROC curve and horizontal coordinate (Area under ROC Curve, A UC ) is the measures of accuracy detecting performance.
In Figure 7 , using JPhide, the A UC are more than 90% of the total area when the embedding data rates are 0.1bpp, 0.2bpp and 0.3bpp, and the larger area, the higher the embedding rate is. All of these prove that the steganographic algorithm that this paper proposes has higher detecting accuracy. In Figure 8 , this article obtains higher detecting accuracy of the four typical steganographic algorithms and it is slightly lower than F5. The detecting rate on LSB, Cox's SS, and JPhide is more than 85%, and on JPhide the steganographic detection rate is as high as 95%.
From Table 1 and Table 2 can be seen that this method which was used to detect the LSB, Cox's SS, The method of this paper which detects JPhide algorithm achieved excellent results. True positive rate and true negative rate can reach above 90% during slightly larger embedding strengths. The reason behind better preformance is that local discrete cosine transforms and three kinds of denoising algorithms are adopted in this paper. Firstly, local DCT has similar characterization with Gabor filter convolution mask, which has good spatial domain-frequency domain characterization capabilities, can effectively identify the texture，while local DCT is simple and easy to implement; Secondly, mean filter which is linear low-pass filter can effectively remove high frequency noise in the image; Thirdly, median filter, which is a variety of nonlinear filter can effectively filter out salt and pepper noise; Forthly, the Wiener filter, which is an adaptive filter can adjust filter's output according to the local variance of pixels; Finally, the characteristics are extracted by these methods are very sensitive. The noise features based on wavelet analysis consider that embedded hidden information destory nongaussian distribution characteristics of wavelet high frequency sub-band coefficient. The noise features based on neighborhood prediction considers that mutual predictability of adjacent pixels in smooth regions is reduced because of embedded hidden information. So, the strength of characteristics in stego-image changes greatly.
It can be seen that this method captures the image features from different angles. Compared to other methods of feature extraction, the features of this method is more sensitive and advantageous in the later classification. Thus, we can obtain better results.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a steganalysis blind detection method based on texture and noise features, using images of additive noise model by the way of 'pretreatment and feature extraction and classification'. This method of extracting image features from local linear transform domain, wavelet analysis, image denoising and neighborhood prediction enhance the sensibility of features. And, it makes detection rate a certain extent enhanced by supporting vector machines. Experimental results show that this method has good detection effect on LSB, Cox's SS, F5 and JPhide, very ideal especially on JPhide. True positive rate and true negative rate will be up to 90% when the information embedding strength is slightly larger. The result is better than the H.Farid method and the K.Sullivan method.
In future works, we prepare for in-depth research in digital image noise features and to make a further analysis combining with the image texture features, hoping to find a new steganalysis method which is more general and effective. 
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